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Most juvenile justice agencies in the U.S. impose fees on families to offset the cost of their child’s legal representation, detention, and supervision. Unlike other types of monetary sanctions, like fines and restitution, fees are not intended to punish defendants or repair survivors. Instead, fees are imposed to recoup administrative costs. Increasingly, advocates are highlighting the harm that monetary sanctions can inflict on justice-involved youth and their families, and are calling for fees to be repealed. This study examines whether removing fees has an appreciable effect on families’ overall financial burden. Applying a rigorous causal-inference approach to data on 2,401 youth placed on probation before and after a fee repeal in Alameda County, we estimate that the likelihood of experiencing any monetary sanction was 22 percentage-points lower after fee repeal and the average sanction was 70% (or $1,583) lower.

JUVENILE JUSTICE FEES

In the American criminal-legal system, monetary sanctions are the most ubiquitous form of punishment. They are imposed for every level of offense, across all levels of government, and in every type of jurisdiction. In the juvenile justice system, there are three types of monetary sanctions with different functions: (1) fines are meant to punish, (2) restitution is meant to compensate a victim for harm, and (3) fees are meant to offset administrative costs.

Recently, momentum for reforming monetary sanctions has grown, driven in part by scholars and advocates who have documented its individual harms and social costs. For adolescents in particular, fees seem inconsistent with the rehabilitative goal of the juvenile justice system. Moreover, parents and families typically bear the financial responsibility for paying these sanctions — not young people themselves.

Starting in 2016, several California counties repealed administrative fees in the juvenile justice system. Two years later, California became the first state to repeal such fees. Despite the widespread use of monetary sanctions and growing calls for their reform, there has yet to be a rigorous accounting of the impacts of eliminating fees. In fact, some legal experts have suggested that fee repeal could have unintended consequences, as jurisdictions may increase other types of monetary sanctions to compensate for lost fees. This brief examines the impact of the 2016 juvenile fee repeal in Alameda County, California.
ALAMEDA COUNTY FEE REPEAL

Alameda was the first county in California and one of the first in the nation to repeal all juvenile administrative fees. Before doing so, Alameda County assessed various fees to families that ranged from $7 to $300, including:

- drug testing ($7 per test)
- electronic monitoring ($15 per day)
- probation supervision ($90 per month)
- public defender ($300 per case)

On average, these fees totaled nearly $3,000 per family. In March 2016, the Alameda County Board of Supervisors placed an immediate moratorium on fees for youth in the juvenile justice system, with a permanent fee repeal enacted in July 2016.

MOTIVATION

Because of its novelty, the actual impacts of fee repeal are unknown. Among the most pressing questions are (1) whether fee repeal results in meaningful financial relief for families and (2) whether jurisdictions will substitute other monetary sanctions in an effort to recover lost revenues.

To examine the impact of this fee repeal, we partnered with the Alameda County Probation Department (ACPD) to compare a cohort of youth who were under probation supervision prior to the enactment of fee repeal (n = 1,656) and a cohort of youth who were under probation supervision after the enactment of fee repeal (n = 745). We followed these cohorts of youth and their families over an 18-month period after their initial placement on probation to compare their financial sanction outcomes. We compared the two cohorts’ outcomes using targeted maximum likelihood estimation (TMLE), a causal-inference approach that attempts to approximate an experiment by creating comparison groups that are similar in their observed characteristics. Within TMLE, we used a machine-learning approach to estimate the outcomes of interest.

FINDINGS

(1) Fee repeal decreased the likelihood of any monetary sanctions by 22 percentage-points

The probability of having any monetary sanction imposed dropped from 76% in the pre-repeal cohort to 54% in the post-repeal cohort, a decline of 22 percentage-points (Figure 1). This reduction is likely due to two factors. First, about one-fifth of the families in the pre-repeal cohort were charged fees only, so the removal of fees decreased the overall proportion of families who were assessed any monetary sanction. Second, other types of sanctions like fines were also reduced after fee repeal, as described below.

(2) Fee repeal decreased the amount of monetary sanctions by 70%

For families that incurred any monetary sanctions, fee repeal dramatically decreased their dollar amount. Monetary sanctions fell from an estimated average of $2,256 for the pre-repeal cohort to an estimated average of $673 for the post-repeal cohort — a 70% decrease. Despite concern that fees account for only a small proportion of the total financial burden of monetary sanctions and evidence that restitution can cost much more than fees, our results suggest that fee repeal makes a substantial difference for families.
FIGURE 2. Fee repeal reduced the average amount of monetary sanctions families experienced

(3) There was no evidence that fees were substituted by other types of monetary sanctions

One potential response to fee repeal could be for a county to attempt to recover the lost revenue by other means. Fines are the most likely other monetary sanction available for such a purpose. But in Alameda County, we found no evidence of a compensatory response.

Instead, we found that the likelihood of having fines imposed decreased after fee repeal. Specifically, the probability of having a fine imposed was eight percentage-points lower in the post-repeal cohort compared to the pre-repeal cohort (decreasing to 51% from 59%).

The dollar amount of fines imposed also decreased after fee repeal. The estimated total amount of fines was $18 lower for the post-repeal cohort compared to the pre-repeal cohort.

These findings suggest that the juvenile justice system did not compensate for the removal of fees by imposing more fines. Alameda County is a relatively progressive jurisdiction — demonstrated in part by their early adoption of fee repeal. This finding that fines also decreased may reflect the county’s overall reform-oriented approach to monetary sanctions. Fee repeal may have a different impact in jurisdictions that are more ambivalent about reform.

CONCLUSION

This appears to be the first study of the impact of fee repeal on the monetary sanctions that families bear when their children are placed on juvenile probation. We found (1) that fee repeal meaningfully reduced the financial burden placed on families during their children’s terms of probation and (2) that fee repeal did not significantly increase the use of other monetary sanctions such as fines.

This study is relevant to efforts to eliminate fees in the criminal-legal system; efforts which have spread from the juvenile to the adult system in California. We have shown that fee repeal can substantially reduce families’ financial obligations to the justice system, without shifting to other monetary sanctions to replace the lost fee revenue. This policy brief is based on a working paper on this study, which can be downloaded here. Next, we plan to examine the impact of fee repeal on recidivism and families’ financial health.
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